How to use Rootgrow
Rootgrow™ must come into direct contact with the plant roots. For dry granule application to
rootballed and containerised plants sprinkle the granules evenly directly into the planting hole
where there will be contact with the rootball. For bare-root plants and whips granules can be added
to dissolved gel power to create a dip which quickly coats the entire root system.
Product

Quantity of water

150g pouch

Do not add water. Dry only

360g pouch

4 litres

2.5L Litre Tub

20 litres

5 Litre tub

40 litres

10 Litre Tub

80 litres

Applying Rootgrow™ granules - for containerised and root balled plants
It is important that the granules come into direct contact with the plant roots. The planting process
is,
1. Dig planting hole as normal
2. Rub rootgrow granules directly onto the plant’s rootball and then sprinkle extra into the
bottom of the planting hole.
3. Place the plant in the hole directly on top of the granules
4. Backfill as normal with compost/soil.
Applying Rootgrow™ in Gel form - for bare root plants
1. Take a suitable container and fill it up with the correct amount of water (see table above)
2. Add the sachet of white gel powder and stir well.
3. When the liquid thickens add the rootgrow™ granules and stir well. The granules should be
suspended evenly through the thick liquid (a wall paper paste consistency).
4. Dip the roots of the plants in this gel, lift, allow to drain for a few seconds and plant
immediately.
Additional information
1. If there is any gel left it will keep only for a few days.
2. Excess product can be safely discarded onto an area of open ground
3. Over dosing will not adversely affect a plant!
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